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_____________________________________________________________________ 

 Notes :  1. All questions carry marks as indicated. 

 2. Solve Question 1 OR Questions No. 2. 

 3. Solve Question 3 OR Questions No. 4. 

 4. Solve Question 5 OR Questions No. 6. 

 5. Solve Question 7 OR Questions No. 8. 

 6. Solve Question 9 OR Questions No. 10. 

 7. Solve Question 11 OR Questions No. 12. 

 8. Illustrate your answers whenever necessary with the help of neat sketches. 
 

 

1. a) What is mean by sustainability? Explain in details the threats to the sustainability. 

 

7 

 b) Enumerate & explain the sustainable resources in construction industry. 7 

  OR  

2. a) What are the sustainable practices? Explain in detail. 

 

7 

 b) Distinctively, write the global initiatives and its effect in achieving sustainability. 

 

7 

3. a) Explain the zero waste production in construction industry. 

 

7 

 b) What are the alternative building materials? Write in detail. 7 

  OR  

4. a) What techniques are to be adopted for effective utilization of construction materials. 

 

7 

 b) Classify solid waste and give relative contribution of the waste generated towards the very 

sustainability threats. 

 

7 

5.  Explain the role of water energy conservation techniques in sustainable developments. 13 

  OR  

6.  What do you understand by grey water? How the grey water is treated & utilized? Explain. 

 

13 

7.  Enumerate  &  explain  the  renewable  sources  of  energy.  Detail  out  its  availability  and 

potential uses in country like India. 

13 

  OR  

8.  Outline the guidelines of ECBC in energy conservation. 

 

13 

9.  Write detailed note on effects of light, heat and humidity on the occupants. 13 

  OR  

10.  Explain how to achieve comfort, Indoor air quality and natural light for the occupants? What 

are the codal provisions mentioned therefore. 

 

13 

11.  Explain the concept and need of life cycle costing. 13 

  OR  

12.  Enumerate and explain the techniques of life cycle costing. 13 

  **********  
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